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a b s t r a c t
Fractional order systems become increasingly popular due to their versatility in modelling and control appli-
cations across various disciplines. However, the bottleneck in deploying these tools in practice is related to
their implementation on real-life systems. Numerical approximations are employed but their complexity
no longer match the attractive simplicity of the original fractional order systems. This paper proposes a
low-order, computationally stable and eﬃcient method for direct approximation of general order (fractional
order) systems in the form of discrete-time rational transfer functions, e.g. processes, controllers. A fair com-
parison to other direct discretization methods is presented, demonstrating its added value with respect to
the state of art.
© 2018 ISA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Fractional calculusmay be generally described as a generalization
of integration and differentiation to an arbitrary order [1,2]. Several
physical systems have been shown to have constitutive equations of
non-integer order [3–6]. The basic element of fractional order sys-
tems is the fractional order operator, deﬁned in its continuous form
as s𝜆, with 𝜆 a real number usually chosen in the (−1÷1) range, but
not limited. An important property modelled by such systems is that
of memory [7]. This property requires a fractional order system of
inﬁnite dimension, involving unlimited memory in comparison to
the classical integer order systems that are ﬁnite dimensional. The
challenge for implementing such fractional order systems and con-
trollers is ﬁnding their rational approximation [8–10]. Analog real-
izations of fractional order systems have been presented in Refs.
[11,12]. Important features to ensure stability of such equations, in
their (non)rational form are discussed in Refs. [13–15].
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For a digital implementation of fractional order systems (e.g. con-
trollers) there are two discretization methods: indirect and direct
discretization, respectively [16].
In the indirect discretization method, a rational continuous-time
approximation is ﬁrstly developed, subsequently discretized using
any of the well known discretization techniques [17,18]. Among
the most widely used continuous-time approximation methods are:
the Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method [19], the Carlson
method [20] and the Modiﬁed Oustaloup Filter [18,21].
An example of a recent indirect discretization method is based
on approximating the fractional integrator/differentiator using the
CFE expansion approach along with the Al-Alaoui operator [22].
The method presented here seems to be simpler than other meth-
ods using directly the discrete-time version of the Grünwald-
Letnikov operator. Another approach also based on eﬃcient con-
tinued fraction approximation of the fractional order operator is
presented in Ref. [23]. The discrete differentiator is expressed as
a z-transfer function, whose coeﬃcients are given in closed form
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in terms of the sampling time and an approximation parameter.
The method has its limitation, as the application is focused on pro-
ducing a rational discrete-time approximation for the half order
differentiator.
The Laguerre continued fraction expansion of the Tustin frac-
tional discrete-time operator to irreducible Jacobi tri-diagonalmatri-
ces is presented in Ref. [24]. The approach is limited to fractional
order integrator or differentiators and not to general fractional
order systems. Time and frequency domain analysis is performed to
study the quality of the approximation. Another recent paper deal-
ing with fractional-order discrete-time linear time-invariant single-
input single-output systems is given in Ref. [25]. The approximation
is based on a new, two-layer, fractional-order discrete-time Laguerre
ﬁlters.
Another indirect discretization approach is presented in Ref. [26].
The method is based on using particle swarm optimization (PSO)
to approximate fractional order operators and employs an heuris-
tic procedure to optimize the interlacing of zero-pole pairs on the
real axis. Once this continuous-time approximation has been opti-
mized, a discretization rule is applied to obtain the discrete approx-
imation. Simulation results are provided to show that the frequency
response obtained by PSO improves the approximation offered by
other eﬃcient and recent indirect discretization techniques. An eﬃ-
cient implementation of digital non-integer order systems, with
applications to controllers for electro-mechanical systems, is pre-
sented in Ref. [27]. A consolidated approximation technique is used
and practical implementation problems are addressed, such as the
effects of the sampling period, of the conversion between analog
and digital domain (and vice versa) and the associated quantiza-
tion.
Direct discretization methods are based on the expansion of a
generating function, deﬁned as a mapping relation or formula for
conversion from the continuous-time to the discrete-time opera-
tor. Most of the research papers dealing with direct discretization
methods tackle the problem of approximating the fractional order
differentiator/integrator and only very few discuss the performance
of the proposed approximation method for more complicated frac-
tional order transfer functions [16,28–30]. Some research papers dis-
cuss the discretization of low-pass fractional order ﬁlters, such as in
Ref. [31].
A different approach in computing the discrete-time approxi-
mation of the fractional order integrator or differentiator is pro-
posed in Ref. [52], with extensions to fractional order low-pass ﬁl-
ters [31–33]. Their direct discretization method is based on com-
puting ﬁrst the analytical impulse response of the fractional order
system (IRID). Since the analytical computation of the impulse
response of the fractional order system is a tedious task, this
approach has been solely developed for fractional order integra-
tors/differentiators and ﬁrst/second order fractional order low-pass
ﬁlters, which limit the applicability of the method. Another tech-
nique has been given in Ref. [34], valid for simple fractional order
integrators/differentiators, by keeping the step response invari-
ant, rather than the impulse response. A comprehensive review of
numerical tools for fractional calculus and fractional order controls
is given in Ref. [35].
Related to the discrete-time approximations of non-rational
transfer functions are the methods for identiﬁcation. Some of these
use exogenous inputs such as step response data [36], block pulse
functions [37], nonlinear function optimization [38] or combined
time-frequency methods [39]. Recent notable methods for identi-
ﬁcation of generic parametric models use Taylor expansions [40],
iterative methods [41–43] or alternative approaches such as multi-
innovation theory [44].
In this paper, we propose an original eﬃcient direct approxima-
tion method based on the impulse response. The tedious step of
computing an analytical form of the impulse response is avoided
by using instead the frequency response of a fractional order sys-
tem. Employing the frequency response as a basis of computing the
impulse response allows for increased ﬂexibility of the method: the
proposed technique can be applied to any type of fractional order
systems to determine its discrete-time approximation.
The paper is structured as follows. Some preliminaries follow this
section to allow the reader an overview of the state of art. The pro-
posed direct discretization method is introduced and described in
the third section. Several numerical examples showing the effective-
ness of the proposed approach in comparison to similar method are
described. A conclusion section summarizes the main outcome of
this paper.
2. Preliminaries
The most popular generating functions used to map the Laplace
operator s to the discrete-time operator z−1, s±α →
(
w
(
z−1
))±α
, may
be summarized as:
1. Euler rule:
wE
(
z−1
)
= 1 − z
−1
T
(1)
2. Tustin rule:
wT
(
z−1
)
= 2
T
1 − z−1
1 + z−1
(2)
3. Simpson rule:
wS
(
z−1
)
= 3
T
(
1 − z−1
) (
1 + z−1
)
1 + 4z−1 + z−2
(3)
where T stands for the sampling period. Because of the ﬁtting prob-
lems associated with Tustin rule, several linear interpolation opera-
tors have been proposed, e.g. the Al-Alaoui integral rule:
wA
(
z−1
)
= 𝛼wE
(
z−1
)
+ (1 − 𝛼)wT
(
z−1
)
=
= T (1 + 𝛼)
2
(
1 + 1−𝛼
1+𝛼 z
−1
)
1 − z−1
(4)
with 𝛼 ∈ (0÷1) a user supplied weight that balances the interpola-
tion between the classical Euler and Tustin rules. For 𝛼 = 3/4, the
conventional Al-Alaoui operator is obtained. A similar approach led
to a generating function based on a linear combination of Simpson’s
rule and Trapezoidal integrators [45], i.e. the operator:
wC
(
z−1
)
= k0
1 − z−2(
1 + bz−1
)2 (5)
where k0 =
(
6b
T(3−a)
)𝛼
, b = 3+a−2
√
3a
(3−a) , with 𝛼 ∈ (0÷1) the fractional
order of the differentiator and a ∈ (0÷1), the weighting factor
between the Simpson and Tustin rules.
For band-limited rational approximation of fractional order
elements, higher order discrete-time transfer functions need to be
determined such that they maintain the constant-phase character-
istics of the fractional order integrator, within a selected frequency
range. To obtain this approximation, several recursive formulae have
been considered. The order of the digital ﬁlter that approximates
the fractional order element is always a compromise between the
accuracy and the ease of hardware implementation. In terms of
recursive methods, it is well known fact that the PSE (power series
expansion) scheme will produce FIR (ﬁnite impulse response) ﬁlters
and requires a higher order of the ﬁlter to produce an acceptable
accuracy of the approximation [45]. This obviously complicates
the analysis and modelling of fractional order systems [17]. CFE
(continuous fraction expansion) methods are generally preferred,
since they lead to IIR (inﬁnite impulse response) ﬁlters, requiring
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Table 1
Digital transfer functions of IIR type for the half order differentiator.
Generating function Recursion method Approximated transfer function
Tustin CFE HT
(
z−1
)
= 32 − 16z
−1 − 24z−2 + 8z−3 + 2z−4
16 + 8z−1 − 12z−2 − 4z−3 + z−4
Tustin MUIR HM
(
z−1
)
= 2 − z
−1 + 0.1667z−2 − 0.3333z−3
1 + 0.5z−1 + 0.08333z−2 + 0.1667z−3
Al-Alaoui CFE HA
(
z−1
)
= 213.5− 427.1z
−1 + 261.5z−2 − 46.07z−3 − 0.4447z−4
141.2− 201.8z−1 + 69.18z−2 + 0.8235z−3 − z−4
Simpson CFE HS
(
z−1
)
= 20.29+ 15.79z
−1 − 29.59z−2 − 13.3z−3 + 0.904z−4
16 + 16.74z−1 − 12z−2 − 8.371z−3 + z−4
(5), with a = 0.5 CFE HC
(
z−1
)
= 22.72− 67.12z
−1 − 0.2002z−2 + 57.66z−3 − 17.13z−4
16 − 40.54z−1 − 12z−2 + 20.27z−3 + z−4
Fig. 1. Frequency responses of the digital transfer functions of IIR type for the half
order differentiator.
lower orders for obtaining good approximations [46]. The CFE of a
function G(z−1) may be expressed as:
G
(
z−1
)
= a0
(
z−1
)
+
b1
(
z−1
)
a1
(
z−1
)
+ b2(z
−1)
a2(z−1)+
b3(z−1)
a3(z−1)+·· ·
(6)
where ai and bi are either rational functions of the variable z
−1, or
constants.
Table 1 and Fig. 1 show the discrete-time approximations and
frequency responses of a half order differentiator using some of
the most frequently used approximation methods, with a sampling
period of T = 0.5 s.
To obtain the transfer function that approximates the half order
differentiator based on the Tustin generating rule and the Muir
recursion, this expansion method has been applied to both the
numerator and denominator of the Tustin operator [47]. As indicated
in Fig. 1, the Tustin/CFE scheme performs a better frequency-domain
approximation with a ﬂatter phase response over a wider frequency
range, when compared to the Tustin/Muir scheme. However, the
advantage of the Muir scheme is that it offers a nice closed-form
recursive expansion formulae, which may be useful when the order
of approximation of fractional order controllers would be deter-
mined in real time [47]. Early discretization techniques revolved
around the Euler and Tustin approximations, being based on a ﬁrst
order polynomial ﬁtting. If the Tustin scheme is used, the high fre-
quency magnitude response is far from the ideal one, as suggested
in Fig. 1. Alternatively, Simpson’s rule may be used, where the dis-
cretization technique is based on a higher order polynomial to obtain
better accuracy. However, using a higher order generating function
together with an expansionmethodwould increase the overall order
of the discrete time ﬁlter, and consequently the complexity of the
approximation [48]. The ideal magnitude frequency response of the
fractional order differentiator lies between the Tustin and the Simp-
son approximations. Therefore, the operator in (5) as a linear com-
bination between Tustin and Simpson generating functions [45] pro-
duces an improvement in high frequency magnitude. In this case, the
tuning knob a may be used to improve the high frequency magni-
tude approximation accuracy depending on the application [45]. The
Al-Alaoui generating function improves the accuracy in approximat-
ing the magnitude of the half order differentiator compared to both
the Tustin and Simpson schemes in both low and high frequencies,
however the phase ﬁt is poorer in comparison to the Tustin scheme
at high frequencies.
Regardless of the disadvantages and advantages involved,
the obtained approximate discrete-time rational transfer function
should be stable and minimum phase [49]. This is necessary since
some designs of IIR type digital differentiators, such as the Al-Alaoui
based one, imply a) the design of an approximated transfer func-
tion for a fractional order integrator that has the same range and
accuracy as the desired differentiator and b) the inversion of that
transfer function and its stabilization [17]. A stable inversion of the
weighted sum of Simpson and Tustin integration rules was obtained
as in (5) [45]. Also, as suggested in Ref. [47], the discrete approxi-
mation should be based on poles and zeros interlaced along the z ∈
(-1÷1) line in order to produce a better ﬁt to the continuous fre-
quency response. Moreover, in terms of the use of the continuous
fraction expansion (CFE) method in producing the ﬁt transfer func-
tion, care should be taken as it does not always yield a stable mini-
mum phase system, nor does it yield a ﬂat-phase frequency response
[17,18]. Several improvements to these existing techniques have also
been proposed [17,48].
3. Proposed approximation method
The objective pursued in this work is that given any non-rational
continuous-time transfer function, e.g.:
(a + bs1.5)
(c + ds)0.3
; es
0.4 + f s1.7
(1 + gs + hs2)2.5
;… log(s
0.7)√
1 + 𝜏s
; e−
√
s (7)
with real parameters, to ﬁnd a rational discrete-time transfer func-
tion of speciﬁed orderN:
B(q−1)
A(q−1) that approximateswell the frequency
response of (7) in a speciﬁed frequency range.
The proposed method consists of four steps, as outlined below,
leading to a low order, stable, discrete-time rational approximation
of any general fractional order system, i.e. including non-rational
transfer functions (NRTF).
• Step 1: discretize the fractional-order Laplace operator using a
suitable generating function
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Fig. 2. Effects of the tuning parameter 𝛼 for approximating a pure differentiator s.
For the proposed approximation method, the generating func-
tion consists of an interpolation of the Euler and Tustin discretization
rules:
sNRTF
(
z−1
)
= 1 + 𝛼
T
(
1 − z−1
)
1 + 𝛼z−1
(8)
with 𝛼 ∈ [0÷1] and T the sampling period. A similar operator has
been proposed in Ref. [50]. Notice that for 𝛼 = 0, the Euler dis-
cretization rule is obtained, while 𝛼 = 1 leads to the Tustin dis-
cretization rule. The choice of the parameter 𝛼 has a weighting effect
on the frequency response, penalizing the errors on magnitude or on
phase. A larger value of the 𝛼 parameter decreases the phase error
near the Nyquist frequency, while a lower value ensures a lower
magnitude error. The effects of giving various values for the tuning
parameter 𝛼 on the approximation result of a pure differentiator s
are illustrated in Fig. 2. This parameter may be tuned for a trade-off
in performance at high frequencies among the magnitude and the
phase of the process.
The ﬁrst step in our methodology produces a discrete-time frac-
tional order system, G(z−1), replacing s by the form in (8), with
given 𝛼 weighting parameter and maximum frequency 𝜔h values.
The maximum sampling period is selected according to the Nyquist
sampling theorem, as T = 𝜋/𝜔h . The rational discrete-time approxi-
mation of the general fractional order system deﬁned in (7) is deter-
mined in the frequency range 𝜔 ∈ (0, 𝜔h).
• Step 2: calculate the frequency response of the discrete-time frac-
tional order system
The frequency response of the discrete-time fractional order sys-
tem is computed based on the classical relation between the con-
tinuous time and discrete time domains, with z = esT . To obtain the
frequency response, the operator z needs to be replaced with ej𝜔T ,
where 𝜔 is a vector of equally-spaced frequencies:
𝜔 = 2𝜋
NsT
[
0 1 2 · · · Ns
2
]
(9)
with Ns the total number of samples. A higher value for the param-
eter Ns in (9) leads to a better approximation in the low frequency
range. The result of this step is a vector of frequency response values
of the fractional order discrete-time transfer function:
GNRTF
(
e−j𝜔T
)
(10)
with 𝜔 the frequency vector deﬁned in (9).
• Step 3: calculate the impulse response of the discrete-time frac-
tional order system
This step employs the inverse Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algo-
rithm, which converts the previously computed frequency domain
response into a time domain response, at discrete instants [0, T,
Fig. 3. Effects of the order N.
2T…,(Ns-1)T]. The result of this step consists of a vector with Ns
impulse response values:
g[n] = 1
Ns
Ns−1∑
k=0
G[k]e+j
2𝜋
Nsnk ,n = 0, 1,…, Ns − 1 (11)
with G[k] denoting the frequency response of the original GNRTF (s).
• Step 4: determine a rational discrete-time transfer function that
produces a similar impulse response as obtained from the inverse
FFT
To determine the rational discrete-time transfer function we
employ simple signal modelling techniques such as the Steiglitz-
McBride, also available as Matlab built-in function. The coeﬃcients
ci, di, i = 1, 2,…, N of the rational discrete time transfer function:
GRTF
(
z−1
)
= c0 + c1z
−1 + · · · + cNz−N
d0 + d1z−1 + · · · + dNz−N
(12)
are determined based on the desired order N of the resulted approx-
imation. The order N is a tuning parameter discussed hereafter.
The software implementation is given in Appendix, along with
the test program used to provide the results reported in this paper.
4. Results
4.1. Effects of the design parameters
There are two essential tuning parameters in the proposed
method, i.e. 𝛼 and N. To study the effect of these parameters consider
the following fractional order low pass ﬁlter:
G (s) = 1
(5s + 1)0.5
(13)
Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the ideal continuous frac-
tional order system in (13), as well as the discrete time approxima-
tion obtained using the proposed method for varying N parameter
values, i.e. N = 2 and N = 4, with 𝛼 = 0.9 constant. As expected,
the accuracy of the approximation increases with N.
Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 3, but for varying 𝛼 parameter values with
N = 4 constant. These numerical simulations suggest that lower val-
ues for 𝛼 improve the approximation of the magnitude curve, while
higher values for 𝛼 improve the approximation of the phase curve.
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Fig. 4. Effects of the weighting parameter 𝛼.
4.2. Example #1: The half order differentiator
Since the proposed discrete-time approximationmethod uses the
impulse response, a comparison with the IRID (impulse response
invariant discretization) method is performed. The IRIDmethod con-
verts the analogue ﬁlter transfer functions to digital ﬁlter transfer
functions, while ensuring that their impulse responses are invariant
at the sampling instants [51]. IRID has been developed and detailed
for computing a discrete-time ﬁnite dimensional transfer function to
approximate a continuous fractional order integrator/differentiator
[52] and fractional order low-pass ﬁlters [31–33]. Using IRID, with
order N = 4 and sampling period T = 0.5 s, the approximation for
s0.5 denoted as HIRID
(
z−1
)
has the following z coeﬃcients given in
the form of (12):
(14)
Using our method from section 3, HNRTF(z
−1), with 𝛼 = 1
7
, order
N = 4 and sampling period T = 0.5 s, the approximation obtained
for s0.5 denoted by HNRTF
(
z−1
)
, has the coeﬃcients listed below:
(15)
The results are given in Fig. 5 along with another approximation
obtained using the well-known Al-Alaoui/CFE method, denoted in
ﬁgure as HA(z
−1). The results indicate that the proposedmethod out-
performs the IRID method for phase approximation in the low fre-
quency part. In the high frequency end, the proposed method and
the IRID method have similar performance.
All discretization results gave stable solutions, and the corre-
sponding pole-zero map are given in Fig. 6 for (14) and in Fig. 7 for
(15), respectively.
4.3. Example #2: The fractional order PID controller
One of the limitations associatedwith fractional order PI𝜇D𝜆 con-
trollers is their practical implementation [53–55]. A discrete-time
approximation is required for a proper implementation on dedicated
digital devices.
Fig. 5. Comparison of frequency responses of the half order differentiator.
Fig. 6. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (14).
Fig. 7. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (15).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of frequency responses for the fractional order PI𝜇D𝜆controller.
Consider the following fractional order PI𝜇D𝜆 controller:
CPI𝜇D𝜆 (s) = 16 +
25
s0.5
+ 2.5s0.5 (16)
For the IRIDmethod, a sampling period of T = 0.00314 s is used and
an orderN = 5, leading to the approximation denoted by GIRID
(
z−1
)
,
with the corresponding coeﬃcients:
(17)
Our method, with the same sampling period and same order, and
𝛼 = 0.2 the result denoted by GNRTF
(
z−1
)
is:
(18)
Fig. 8 shows the ideal frequency response of (16) along with the
two approximations. The frequency interval for approximation is
𝜔l = 10−1 to 𝜔h = 103 rad/s. The parameter 𝛼 in our method has
been tuned such that a similar frequency response is obtained in the
high frequency end for both (18) and (17). This allows to detect if dif-
ferences are present between the results of the two methods. As in
Fig. 9. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (17).
Fig. 10. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (18).
Fig. 11. Comparison of frequency responses for the fractional order system in (19).
the previous example, Fig. 8 indicates that our method outperforms
the IRID at low frequency.
All discretization results gave stable solutions, and the corre-
sponding pole-zero map are given in Fig. 9 for (17) and in Fig. 10
for (18), respectively.
4.4. Example #3: A diﬃcult fractional order system
It is quite often in control applications that the designed fractional
order controller has a more complex form, i.e. including fractional
order integrators, fractional order low pass ﬁlters, fractional order
lead-lag compensators, etc.
Consider the process:
G (s) = (s + 1)
0.5
(2s + 1)0.8
(19)
Applying our method in the frequency interval (0.01÷31.6)
rad/second with a sampling period of T = 0.1 s, 𝛼 = 0.9 and order
N = 4 leads to the approximation GNRTF
(
z−1
)
with:
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Fig. 12. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (20).
(20)
The IRID method has been designed for fractional order low pass ﬁl-
ters. To approximate terms of the form (Tf s + 1)𝜆, with Tf the ﬁl-
ter time constant and 𝜆 the fractional order, as contained in (19),
the suggested approach is to approximate ﬁrst 1∕(Tf s + 1)𝜆 and then
invert the result. However, when using this approach caution needs
to be taken to get a stable, minimum phase approximation. In order
to approximate the complex fractional order system in (19), the IRID
method is employed twice, once for the term 1/(2s + 1)0.8 and once
for the term (s + 1)0.5. The order of each individual approximation is
selected to beN = 2, such that a ﬁnal discrete-time transfer function
of order N = 4 is obtained, as with our method. The integer order
transfer function GIRID
(
z−1
)
such obtained is stable and minimum
phase, with the coeﬃcients:
Fig. 13. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (21).
Fig. 14. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (22).
(21)
Additionally, a well-known iterative method from Ref. [56] has
been employed for comparison purposes, using the same sampling
period within the same frequency interval. This is a broadly accepted
approximation method in the control community, but it is an indi-
rect method, so the comparison should be performed with care. The
result is denoted by GDIS
(
z−1
)
, and its coeﬃcients are:
(22)
Fig. 11 illustrates the frequency responses of the original frac-
tional order system in (19), as well as the approximations pre-
sented above. The proposed direct discretization method outper-
Fig. 15. Comparison of frequency responses for the proposedmethod and original frac-
tional order QFT controller.
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Fig. 16. Pole-zero map of the discretized solution from (24).
forms the other direct discretization method, with a signiﬁcant
improvement in the approximation of the phase curve. Further-
more, the direct discretization approach in our method offers sim-
ilar results with the indirect discretization method from Ref. [56].
A possible drawback of the indirect discretization method may be
the fact that it is an iterative method, i.e. has increased numerical
complexity.
All discretization results gave stable solutions, and the corre-
sponding pole-zero map are given in Fig. 12 for (20), in Fig. 13 for
(21) and in Fig. 14 for (22), respectively.
4.5. Example #4: Yet another diﬃcult system
The following fractional order system is the QFT controller pre-
sented in the textbook [56]:
CQFT (s) = 1.8393
(
s + 0.011
s
)0.96
∗
∗
(
8.8 ∗ 10−5s + 1
8.096 ∗ 10−5s + 1
)1.76
∗
∗ 1
1 +
(
s
0.29
)2
(23)
The conclusion acclaimed in the textbook was that the ﬁlter is too
complicated to be implemented with the IRID method [31,32].
We propose here to test our method as an alternative solu-
tion. The approximation is performed with 𝛼 = 0.7, order N = 4,
𝜔h = 10 and a sampling period of T = 0.3142 s. The resulted
discrete-time integer order transfer function GNRTF
(
z−1
)
has the
coeﬃcients:
(24)
Fig. 15 depicts the frequency response of GNRTF
(
z−1
)
and that of
the original QFT controller. The results suggest that our proposed
method may be a suitable tool to approximate such complex transfer
functions.
The discretization step gave stable solution, and the correspond-
ing pole-zero map is given in Fig. 16 for (24).
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes an original direct discretizationmethod pro-
ducing low integer order discrete-time transfer functions. It is suit-
able to approximate any fractional order system. The method is
effective in ensuring a similar frequency response compared to the
original fractional order transfer function and eﬃcient in computa-
tions. The proposed method also compares favorably to other exist-
ing methods.
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Appendix
Function [RTF] = RdK_foc(NRTF,Norder,Alfa,OmegaMax);
% Discrete-time implementation of a non-rational transfer function
% deﬁned in m-ﬁle NRTF
% Norder: order of the resulting discrete-time rational transfer function RTF
% (typical 3… 5)
% Alfa: tuning parameter for high frequency error (0· · · 1)
% OmegaMax: the frequency response of the NRTF is approximated
% in the range 0 < Omega < OmegaMax (rad/s)
Ns = 2∧20; L = 5000; % length of the frequency vector w
T = pi/OmegaMax; % sampling period, pi/T is the Nyquist frequency
OmegaTs = (2*pi/Ns)*[0:Ns/2]’; % from w = 0 till Nyquist frequency;
% take care for w = 0 if an integrator is present
q = exp(-j*OmegaTs); % q = z∧(-1)- backward shift operator
shat = ((1 + Alfa)/T).*(1-q)./(1+ Alfa.*q);
% Alfa = 0:EULER; Alfa = 1:TUSTIN
FreqResp = NRTF(shat); % Frequency response of given NRTF
% (discrete-time);
% deﬁne the NRTF in the m-ﬁle NRTF
FreqResp = [FreqResp; conj(FreqResp(length(FreqResp)-1:-1:2))];
% complete the FR with its values for negative frequency
ImpResp = ifft(FreqResp,‘symmetric’); % impulse response via inverse
% FFT of frequency response
[B,A] = stmcb(ImpResp(1:L),Norder,Norder); % Prony method
% to determine numerator and denominator coeﬃcients of the
% discrete time rational transfer function
RTF = tf(B,A,T,‘Variable’,‘q’); % discrete time rational transfer function
% that approximates initial nonrational system
% deﬁned in NRTF
An example of a test program that uses the algorithm described
above is given below.
Norder = 4; Alfa = 0.9; OmegaMax = 100;
w = logspace(log10(OmegaMax)-4,log10(OmegaMax),1000)’; s = j*w;
% enter below 2x the name of the m-ﬁle that contains the NRTF
FOdis = RdK_foc(@Example1,Norder,Alfa,OmegaMax);
FOfr = Example1(s); % real frequency response of the NRTF which is
% deﬁned in Example1.mm-ﬁle
disp(‘DISCRETE-TIME IMPLEMENTATION:’); FOdis
% discrete time rational transfer function that
% approximates the fractional order system
% deﬁned in Example1.m ﬁle
% plot results in logarithmic scales
FOfrdis = squeeze(freqresp(FOdis,w));
subplot(2,1,1); semilogx(w,20*log10(abs([FOfr FOfrdis]))); % magnitude
subplot(2,1,2); semilogx(w,180/pi*unwrap(angle([FOfr FOfrdis]))); % phase
The m-ﬁle Example1.m that speciﬁes the fractional order sys-
tem is given below and consists in a low pass ﬁlter of half order.
function [FreqResp] = RdK_FreqResp(s);
% s is a vector of frequencies
% use everywhere .* and ./ and .∧ etc · · ·;
% nominal parameters [FOdis] = RdK_foc(@Example1,4,0.9100);
FreqResp = 1./((1+ 5.*s).∧0.5); % fractional order low pass ﬁlter
% 1/sqrt(1+5s)
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